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Editorial Message
In this July 2019 issue we

MINDS Executive Committee
(2018-2020)

feature several personalities

Academician Tan Sri Emeritus Prof.
Datuk Dr. Augustine S.H. Ong President
Datuk Dr. Choo Yuen May –
Vice President
Mr. Myocho Kan - Hon. Secretary
Ms. Christine Ong - Hon. Treasurer

who received various awards

closely associated with MINDS
in

recognition

of

their

dedicated and distinguished
service to society in their
respective fields.
First of the three personalities

Committee Members

is MINDS President
Academician Tan Sri Emeritus

Mr. Tan Kim Seng
Dato’ Dr. Cheah Cheng Huat
Major (R)A.Munusamy
Mr. Ong Soon Ee
Dr. S Ravigadevi
Executive Secretary
Ms. Irwen Siza

Professor Datuk Dr Augustine Ong who was hailed in the
Brand Laureate Book of World Records as the Father of
Malaysian Palm Oil. Next is MINDS Yayasan Rekacipta
Trustee Dato' V.L. Kandan on the Conferment of Honorary
Membership by APAA Recognised Group Of Malaysia and
thirdly Dato' Vincent Lim President of C.I.S International who
was made a MINDS Honorary Life Member.

Editors
Dr. Leo Ann Mean
Mr. Lee Ken Yeen (Asst.)
Malaysian Invention & Design
Society C3A-10, 4th Floor Block C
Damansara Intan
1 Jalan SS20/27 47400 PJ

This issue also includes a special article by young Xander
Goh on his experience in selling social business cards in aid
of a remote village in Nepal.
With regard to the recently concluded ITEX 2019 we list the
30th ITEX Top Winners as well as feature this year's teacher
who won the Tan Sri Augustine Ong Award. Two events held

Tel: (60) 3 7118 2066/64
HP: (60) 12 903 2312

during ITEX 2019, namely, Susan Casey's

Email: minds.secretariat@gmail.com

between IET and MINDS are also included in this issue of

Inventing

Workshop and the signing of a Memorandum of Agreement
our newsletter.

Website:
www.minds.net.my
Percetakan Soon Lee Heng Sdn Bhd
15 Jalan Besar, Selayang Baru
68100 Batu Caves
Selangor

MINDS wishes all its members a Happy Merdeka as the
nation celebrates its National Day on 31st August and
Malaysia Day on 16th September.
Dr Leo Ann Mean
Editor
Cover Pic: Arts And Creativity Exhibition 2019
Primary Category Prize Winner
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The Brand Laureate Book of World Records

MINDS President, Academician Tan Sri Emeritus Professor Datuk Dr Augustine Ong
received 'The Father of Malaysian Palm Oil' recognition for the BrandLaureate Book of
World Records on 27 June 2019 together with Datuk Lee Chong Wei of badminton fame
and the Spiderman. Congratulations Tan Sri.
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Conferment of Honorary Membership on Dato' V.L. Kandan
by APAA Recognised Group Of Malaysia
8TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF APAA MALAYSIA 19th June 2019

In the 1970s and prior to that, what is now
known as IP law practice revolved mainly
around trade mark cases, the occasional
patent inf ringement cases, and a
sprinkling of copyright or design cases.
The practice was limited to a few law
firms, particularly the larger ones.
This was to change in the mid-1970s when
developments in the reproduction of
sounds and audio -visual images resulted
in the proliferation of illegal copying, and
infringement of copyright. The face of IP
law practice in the country began to
c h a n g e a n d th e e n f o rc e m e n t o f
intellectual property rights became
commonplace.
Intellectual Property law encompassing the five main areas of study, that is, trade marks,
patents, copyright, registered designs and confidential information, gained prominence
both as an area of practice and academic work.
A few personalities became synonymous with IP, among them, the late Hariram Jeyaram,
Lee Tatt Boon, and of course, Dato’ V L Kandan.
Dato’ Kandan was easily one of the more recognisable faces of IP in Malaysia then, and
still is. His reputation in the IP landscape preceded him which was why I knew of him
before I actually met him in the 1980s.
He was largely responsible for building the IP law practice in Shearn Delamore where he
started his career as an Advocate and Solicitor in 1965, and 53 years later when he retired
at the end of 2018, he could proudly claim as a credit for having left the firm with a sound
and robust IP law practice.
Dato’ Kandan’s contributions, however, were not limited to the practice of IP law. Being
one of the early pioneers with an expertise in the law and practice of IP in the country, it
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was only natural that he soon became an active
participant in the development of the IP protection
regime in the country.
He was regularly consulted by the Government and the
agencies tasked with the protection of IP.
Malaysia in the 1980s and the years thereafter was an
exciting time for IP law and practice. IP policies were
reviewed and formulated, and relevant statutes were
amended, updated or changed to keep abreast of
changes in international IP laws and developments, as
well as to meet the country’s international IP treaty
obligations.
Consequently, IP practitioners and academics were kept
busy with consultations and discussions and drafting of
new laws in the field of IP. Dato’ Kandan was one of the
regular faces at such meetings and his knowledge and
expertise provided much guidance to the policy and law
makers.
In 1989, Kandan became the Founder President of the Malaysian Intellectual Property
Association (MIPA) and the ASEAN Intellectual Property Association (AIPA). | served as his
Vice President in MIPA from 1994 to 1998 as well as a Council Member of AIPA. |
remember very clearly the meetings we used to have in Shearn Delamore, with the kind
assistance of his able PA, Miss Toni.
Dato’ Kandan was not just a participant in the national IP scene. The nature of IP law and
practice was such that it was only a matter of time before he migrated to the regional and
international IP arena. To that end, Dato’ Kandan became a member of the Asian Patent
Attorneys Association (APAA) in 1983. It is testamentary to his contributions and
recognition of the role he played in APAA that twenty years later in 2003, Dato’ Kandan
was elected President of APAA.
This being an APAA-related meeting, it behoves me to mention some of his more notable
contributions in the APAA. As a member of APAA, he held various positions in the Council
of APAA, headed committees and was instrumental in organising at least three APAA
meetings in Malaysia, the first in 1984 in Penang, together with the late Hariram, and
subsequently, in 1993 in Kuala Lumpur and then in 2003 in Kota Kinabalu.
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Dato’ Kandan also formed and became Founder President of the Recognised Group of
Malaysia in 1990.
Dato’ Kandan was also engaged in extensive membership drive and formation of
Recognised Groups. He personally was responsible for the formation of Recognised
Groups in the SARC (South Asian Regional Cooperation) countries of Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
In 2003 at the 49 Council Meeting, held in Kota Kinabalu, he was elected President of
APAA for a three-year term. He was the first person from Malaysia, and the ASEAN, to be
elected as President of the Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA) (2003 — 2006).
It is also noteworthy to mention that since 1987 Dato’ V L Kandan has been a British
Overseas Member of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents (CIPA) of United Kingdom.
From 1999 to 2001 he was a Member of the Board of Directors of the International
Trademark Association (ITMA).
Dato’ Kandan served as a Member of the Malaysian Intellectual Property Corporation
(MyIPO) from 2003 — 2005.
After nearly 53 years in legal practice, Dato’ Kandan finally retired at the end of 2018.
Being the active man that he has been throughout his life, he is not one to stay still.
As we all know, Dato’ Kandan started off as a Kirby Trained School Teacher in 1958 before
donning on the cap of legal practice. In retirement, he has returned to his original calling.
Mr Google informed us that he is the President of the Malayan Teachers’ Training College
Alumni and their next reunion is in Taiping on 27-29 September.
It has been a pleasure for me to say a few words in honour of an old and esteemed friend
Dato’ Kandan and | am very proud to be associated with this auspicious occasion in
conjunction with the conferment of honorary membership of APAA on Dato’ Kandan. No
one deserves it more than you, Dato’.
Delivered by Datuk Dr Khaw Lake Tee 19th June 2019
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Dato' Vincent Lim, Event Organiser Extraordinaire
by Dr Leo Ann Mean
In recognition of his vital role as the event
organiser of ITEX for the past 17 years Dato’
Vincent Lim the President of C.I.S Network
was made an Honorary Life Member of
MINDS. Dato Vincent Lim is now in the
company of greats like American molecular
biologist James Watson and Pua Khein Seng
one of the inventors of the USB flash drive.
The award was presented to Dato' Vincent by
Academician Professor Emeritus Tan Sri Datuk
Dr. Augustine Ong, President of

MINDS

during the Opening Ceremony of the

30th

ITEX on 2 May 2019 in the presence of the
Guest of Honour, YB Isnaraissah Munirah
Majilis, Deputy Minister of Energy, Science,
Technology,

Environment

and

Dato’ Vincent Lim, President of C.I.S Network

Climate

Change.

Dato’ Vincent Lim being awarded
Honorary Life Member of MINDS
from Tan Sri Prof. Augustine Ong.
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Tan Sri Augustine Ong Award 2019
by Dr Leo Ann Mean
The Tan Sri Augustine Ong Award was first introduced by MINDS in 2018 to be awarded
to the most outstanding teacher amongst the teacher advisors of teams participating at
the World Young Inventors Exhibition or WYIE . The WYIE, the AYIE or Asian Young
Inventors Exhibition and the MYIE or Malaysian Young Inventors Exhibition are held
concurrently each year with ITEX. The award serves to recognise the important role
played by teachers in guiding their students in becoming inventors.
MINDS hope to achieve
several objectives via the
implementation of the Tan Sri
A ugu sti ne Ong Award:
Uppermost is to encourage
Presentation
of the Tan Sri
Augustine
Ong Award to
Sharina
Therugnanam
by Ms
Christine Ong.
MINDS Hon.
Treasurer

teachers to promote creative
imagination and invention
amongst their students. It
also aims to improve their
students presentation skills
and to promote teamwork
amongst their students.

To promote a competitive spirit amongst young inventors the award is open to all teachers
who are Malaysian citizens teaching in Malaysian public and private, primary and
secondary schools whose teams participate in WYIE. The selection is made by a panel of
qualified persons. Applicants for the award need to apply through their school heads.
Sharina Therugnanam was judged the winner during WYIE 2019. Sharina teaches at SMK
Bukit Mewah in Seremban. She holds a B.Sc. (Hons) degree and a Diploma in Science
with Education. Sharina had guided her students who took part in MYIE, AYIE and WYIE
since 2014. In 2014 her students won 1 silver and 1 bronze, the following year 1 bronze
and in 2016 her students took home 2 gold, 2 silver and 1 bronze medal. In 2017 she
guided her students to 2 gold and 1 silver medal and in 2018 increased their haul to 2
gold and 2 silver medals.
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Inventing Workshop - Susan Casey
by Ken Lee

One of the highlights at ITEX’19 was the Inventing workshop by Susan Casey. Susan is an
American author from California who wrote multiple books on invention. Back in the States,
Susan holds inventing workshops for teachers and children in schools and libraries where
she encourages mothers to take part in creative activities. 142 participants from over 10
schools from across Malaysia joined the Inventing Workshop during ITEX’19. The room
was packed to its brim. There were students everywhere, even on the stage! With much
energy and enthusiasm Susan had made the environment and experience exciting,
interactive and engaging to the students. The students were given coloured papers,
pencils and scissors to design their own ice cream cone. The students came up with some
very imaginatively interesting ideas which they presented on stage.
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IET-MINDS MOU
by Ken Lee
IET and MINDS President
Exchanging MOU

On

2nd

May

2019

there

occurred a momentous event
as Ir. Professor Dr. Leong Wai
Yie, Chairman of Institution of
Engineering and Technology
(IET) Malaysia Network signed
a M e m o r a n d u m o f
Understanding (MOU) with
Tan Sri Professor Dr. Augustine S.H. Ong, President of MINDS during the Opening
Ceremony of ITEX’19, in the presence of YB Isnaraissah Munirah Majilis, Deputy Minister
of Energy, Science, Technology, Environment and Climate Change (MESTECC).

IET is one of the largest and most active engineering professional bodies globally based
in the UK. They currently have 170,000 members over 150 countries. In Malaysia, they
have over a thousand members and 14 On Campus student chapters in universities like
University of Nottingham, University of Southampton, Heriot-Watt University, UTAR,
UNITEN and UCSI. They have multiple collaborations with the industry and academia to
inspire, inform and influence Malaysians to engineer a better nation. Part of IET Malaysia’s
annual events are Faraday Challenge, Present Around The World, F1 in Schools and
Prestige Lecture Annual Dinner.
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The Asian Caucus of Invention Associations (ACIA)

The Asian Caucus of Invention Associations (ACIA) had their annual meeting at Mandarin Oriental
Hotel in Kuala Lumpur concurrent to ITEX’19 with delegates from Qatar, Taiwan, Korea, Indonesia
and even an attendee from America who came all the way to join the meeting. It was a wonderful
group where multiple conversation were struck across the room encouraging the sharing of ideas
and understanding of the different issues faced in the countries.
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Australian High Commissioner Visits ITEX’19
by Rita Goh
It was a pleasant surprise when Australian High Commissioner to Malaysia, His Excellency
Andrew Goledzinowski visited Australia's booth at ITEX 2019. His Excellency was
welcomed by MINDS President Tan Sri Dr Augustine Ong who gifted a copy of his newly
launched book Ideas Matter to His Excellency. After His Excellency visited ITEX’19,
Andrew Goledzinowski tweeted to express his elation over the Gold and Best Inventor
(Secondary) Medal won by just turned 13 Max Weir for his Bio Bin invention that monitors
the composting process.

Tan Sri Augustine Ong presenting a copy of his memoir - Ideas Matter - to His Excellency Andrew
Goledzinowski while Miro Kostecki, CTO of Stemsel Foundation looks on
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The Social Business Greeting Cards
by Goh Xi Xander
In a remote mountainous area, 5 days
away from Kathmandu, Dho Tarap
village is home to a population of
1000 people. For anyone to get there,
they

have

to

trek

through

the

mountains. Therefore, when-ever a
child requires medical help, the
doctors will have to undertake a long
and arduous journey. Such a journey
takes time and also costly.
This project is to raise funds to enable medical doctor, Dr Urken Bhuti to make two trips
over two months to provide preventive checking on the children of the village.
After the brainstorming process, it dawned upon me that producing greeting cards could
help raise funds speedily. I immediately contacted people including

accountant

cum

artist, Shao Phing who specialises in floral paintings and selected four colour themes; the
visuals of purple lavender fields of France, the exotic white Midnight blossom and an
opened up bright orange tulip photo taken by photographer cum IT professional; Shan
Hui. For the fourth card, we took into consideration that Malaysia is a Muslim country.
Hence, we picked the painting of the renowned Muhammad Ali’s Mosque of Cairo.
I communicated with Beirut - based Chadi Yassine, a talented graphic designer to create
the logo and design incorporating those original artworks. Vietnam based, Mr Wilson
Cheah who headed several banks and a public listed organisation assisted me to chunk
the numbers of revenue, cost and profit.
Dr Peng Choo, of STEMSEL Adelaide mentored on social business and text. When it
came to printing of the cards, I turned to Mr Leong Choong Wah, the father of my best
friend, Adrian as I thought that being a C level, he must surely know how to negotiate
well for a great quotation. In the end, without being asked, he generously offered to
finance the entire project! Today, I remain very thankful as I know that this initial
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unsolicited capital will only spark off further good for others with the possibility of future
projects.
On October 14 2018, the cards were ready! The first buyers were Italians; Dr Antonio
Imeneo of UNESCO Funvic Europa and Francesca Bordi of Rome literally leapt to buy!
I‘ve also collected US currency from buyer Delali Idrissou of Togo. Later buyers were
Jaoud Sbai of Fes, Morocco, Kriengsak Plussind, Chairman of Chularat Hospital, Patricia
Wee, Khun Suchin, owner of Aetas Bangkok, Robert Gibbons of UCLA, Liwei of
Guangzhou, China.
Max Weir, the Australian winner at the May ITEX 2019 has also reached out and joined
hands with me to selling 80 sets of the greeting cards in Adelaide.
In June 2019, Tan Sri Dr Augustine Ong upon finding out about this small pioneer social
business project of mine generously offered a big donation for one set of cards. Further
to that, Tan Sri Ong offered to brainstorm with me on a second social business projects
for Chinese New Year of 2020.
Initially energized and charged up with enthusiasm and a positive intention to assist the
village of Dho Tarap, I realised that not only had I never been to Nepal not to mention
Dho Tharap, I did not know a single thing about business! I met with Dr Urken Bhuti in
September 2018 to validate the situation and facts to derive the exact calculation of costs
of a journey.
The entire greeting cards project was possible due to the many mentors and artists
(Malaysia, Australia, Vietnam, Lebanon) who came by my side remotely to lend their
expertise. I learnt that anything is possible if one has the synergy of powerful mentors.
My nine-year-old brother and I requested a table to sell the greeting card at the St
Xavier’s Institution Reunion Dinner at E&O Hotel on December 8 2018. Imagine, a room
full of nostalgic individuals, most of whom had not met for 30 years. On their minds; their
sweet memories together. Who would care about two kids wanting to make a difference
to some remote Nepali village? Thankfully, our interruption of conversations and making
the story of our social cause known resulted in sales of RM670 which we immediately
donated to the scholarship fund for the underprivileged children of St Xavier’s School. We
discovered that we needed to get out of our comfort zone of our beautiful table and
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speak up in order to get a positive outcome. In normal circumstances, I am a reserved
and shy child, however we need to be brave in order to sell!
Overall, through this process, I’ve come to see, as Dr Mohamed Yunus often reminded,
there is a selflessness in each of us. In each of us is the desire to do good and perhaps
eventually create a lasting impact in our community and the world at large.

Tan Sri Dr Augustine Ong
generously supports
Xander’s social business
greeting cards.

To MINDS and Tan Sri Dr Augustine Ong, I am truly grateful for having undergone your
GLOBAL MINDS CAMP when I was ten years old. It focused on multiple intelligences,
exposing us to art, LED lights, song, dance, plants and drama; stimulating our creativity to
make things to solve problems.
Currently, I am also beginning to utilise AI and Internet of Things to fight climate change
in collaboration with STEMSEL Australia, with the ‘SEL’ being an acronym for Social
Enterprise Learning. I am a strong believer that technology can be tapped for the greater
good of mankind. We just need to realise that other than utilising the power of our
minds; we also need to focus on our heart.
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MINDS New Members
Membership No. Name of Member

Occupation

Name of Organisation
SMK Mak Mandin

2232

Pon Sim Kok

Teacher

2231

Dhivyesh Kumer
A/L Sivakumar

Student

2230

Mutharasan A/L
Sellaya @ Sellaiah

Education Officer

Pejabat Pendidikan Daerah
Larut Matang dan Selama,
3400 Taiping

2229

Stefan Chew Kien
Ming

Inventor

iMagic Technologies
(M) Sdn Bhd

2228

Mohamad Nazmee
Bin Makhtar

Mapping Manager

2227

Mr Nor Azhar
Bin Ahmad

University Lecturer

Sk Mutiara Rini

MZZ Setia Sdn Bhd
Universiti Malaysia Pahang

2226

Gobinathan
Thottarhil

Inventor

Transcon Traders

2225

Revathi A/P Rajan,
Dr

Senior Lecturer

Management & Science
Universiti

2224

Kamal Sabri Bin
Kam

Senior Lecturer

2223

Ng Keng Phoy

Consultant

2222

Chong Teck Choy

Business

2221

Francis Then
Hian Khim

Account Manager

Total Survey
Consultant

2220

Dr Yu Chye Wah

Lecturer

AIMST University

2219

Cheong Yee Hou
(Catherine)

Marketing Manager

2218

Lim Sze Choong

2217

Mohamed Kamal

E Design Palm Consultancy
Malaysia
Ms – Print Industry Sdn Bhd

Director

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia

Syntheses Solution Sdn Bhd
Government - Retired School
Teacher
Modem Kinetics
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